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a b s t r a c t
Carbon blacks are widely used as electrocatalyst supports in polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs), and
the corrosion of carbon blacks has a severe impact on the long-term durability of PEFCs. The steam etching
approach was used to investigate the corrosion of the low-surface area XC72 carbon black and the highsurface area black pearl 2000 carbon black under different conditions. The weight loss of the XC72 and
the black pearl 2000 when etched at 800 ◦ C for 3 h is 28.43% and 54.82%, respectively. TEM results show
that the corrosion of the XC72 begins from the center of the particle, while the corrosion on the black
pearl 2000 starts on the particle surface. XRD results show that the 0 0 2 and 10 peaks of the XC72-based
samples are initially sharp, but then broaden during the corrosion process. For black pearl 2000-based
samples, the 0 0 2 and 10 peaks all became broader during the corrosion process. The results provide
guidelines for modifying carbon black as catalyst supports to achieve a higher durability.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With the pressing environmental requirements on reducing
automobile emissions, ﬁnding an alternative automotive propulsion system with fewer emissions than an internal combustion
engine has become more urgent than ever. Recently, rising oil prices
have accelerated efforts and exploration – not only for emissions,
but also for higher energy efﬁciency and the use of alternative
energy. PEFCs are the best candidates for automobile propulsion
due to their ultimate cleanness – zero emissions, low operating
temperatures (e.g. 80 ◦ C), high-energy efﬁciency (i.e. >65% [1]), and
the use of alternative fuels (i.e. hydrogen). As PEFCs are being driven
toward commercialization, the challenge of high durability has
emerged, while PEFCs are still being pushed to have higher performance and lower cost. High durability is not only a requirement for
PEFC applications in automobiles; it is also the most effective way
to reduce the cost of PEFCs. PEFC performance loss during longterm operations under steady and dynamic conditions has been
attributed to the corrosion of carbon blacks (as catalyst supports),
the degradation of Pt and Pt alloy catalyst nanoparticles, the Naﬁon
ionomer network inside catalyst layer, and the Naﬁon membrane
[2–7].
In PEFCs, platinum nanoparticles and their alloys are usually
dispersed on porous carbon black (e.g., Vulcan XC72) to function
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as PEFC anode and cathode catalysts [8,9]. Carbon black supports
are easily oxidized when the potential is greater than 0.55 V [10,11].
This corrosion is accelerated when Pt nanoparticles exist on the surface of carbon blacks. Thus, carbon corrosion contributes to a great
performance loss in PEFCs, and particularly when PEFCs are operating under an automobile driving cycle [12], both anode and cathode
experience a sharp potential spike as high as 1.20 V (vs. saturated
hydrogen electrode) [13], causing severe carbon corrosion.
The corrosion of carbon supports has been investigated by several groups [14–19], however, these investigations focused only on
the carbon corrosion phenomena in a fuel cell environment or in
a simulated fuel cell environment. Little work has been reported
on the corrosion mechanism of carbon black supports in PEFCs,
although it is speculated that the carbon corrosion starts from the
center of an XC72 carbon black particle. The current approaches
for dealing with the corrosion of catalyst carbon supports is (1)
to ﬁnd alternative catalyst support materials (i.e. metal oxides and
metal carbides), (2) to use graphite material as the catalyst support,
and (3) to improve current widely used Vulcan XC72 carbon black
through surface modiﬁcation [20–21]. Most metal oxides have low
electronic conductivity, while both metal oxides and metal carbides
have high density, which makes them hard to disperse in a catalyst
ink. The graphite materials are very hydrophobic, which makes it
difﬁcult for them to disperse the Pt and Pt alloy nanoparticles. It
appears that the carbon blacks are still the best catalyst support so
far in terms of the dispersion of Pt and Pt alloy catalyst nanoparticles, density, hydrophilicity, and electronic conductivity. Therefore,
modiﬁcation of either the surface or bulk of the carbon black sup-
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Table 1
Weight loss and crystal properties of the samples.
Sample
XC72
XC800-1
XC800-3
XC1000-1
XC1000-3
BP2000
BP800-1
BP800-3
BP1000-1
a
b
c

Temperature (◦ C)

Time (h)

800
800
1000
1000

1
3
1
3

15.52
28.43
28.9
67.12

800
800
1000

1
3
1

32.54
54.82
100

Weight loss (%)

Average particle size (nm)a

ˇ002 b

ˇ10 c

48.50
49.21
49.43
49.59
48.71
32.20
19.75
18.38

6.45
4.21
5.01
5.41
9.76
9.01
11.36
15.23

5.39
3.65
2.86
4.97
6.77
4.42
5.74

Average particle size of ﬁve carbon black particles in TEM micrograph.
The full width at half maximum of the diffraction peak.
The full width at half maximum of the diffraction peak.

ports on to enhance the corrosion resistance is the realistic choice
for improving the durability of PEFCs. The carbon corrosion can be
deterred by applying either the surface modiﬁcation if the corrosion starts on the surface, or by applying the bulk modiﬁcation (i.e.
increase the degree of graphitization) if the corrosion starts from
the center of a carbon black particle.
Investigation of the corrosion mechanism of a carbon support in
a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) of PEFCs is difﬁcult because
several parallel degradation processes are occurring (Pt and alloy
catalyst nanoparticles, ionomer degradation, membrane degradation and carbon corrosion). Decoupling the carbon corrosion from
the experimental data is difﬁcult due to the complexity of the
PEFC degradation. Since our interest is to understand how the carbon black is corroded (i.e. from the surface or from the bulk), the
steam etching approach was used in our study of the carbon corrosion because there are always water ﬁlms either inside the Naﬁon
ionomer network or directly on carbon surface during the PEFC
operation. The carbon blacks that came into contact with high temperature steam then subject to accelerated corrosion. The weight
loss, morphology, and structural changes of carbon blacks were
examined using XRD, SEM, and TEM.
2. Experimental
2.1. Corrosion process for carbon blacks
Two different carbon blacks, a high-surface area (1500 m2 g−1 ) black pearl 2000
(BP2000), and a low-surface area (254 m2 g−1 ) carbon black Vulcan XC72 (XC72)
were used. Both XC72 and BP2000 were as received from Cabot (Billerica, MA). A
furnace with a gas inlet and an exit was used for the steam etching experiment.
The aggregates of these carbon black powders were milled before etching experiments. The milled carbon black powders were placed into the tube furnace and
then were purged with nitrogen while the temperature was increased through programmed heating at a heating rate 5 ◦ C min−1 . The steam was introduced into the
furnace when the furnace reached the desired temperatures and the steam continued ﬂowing through the furnace for a certain length of time. The ﬂow rate of
steam is 0.5 cm3 min−1 (water) and the ﬂow rate is the same in all experiments.
The steam etched products were labeled as XCx−y or BPx−y, where x represents the
steam etched temperature and y is the steam etched time, while XC and BP represent
carbon black XC72 and black pearl 2000, respectively.
2.2. Characterization of steam etched carbon blacks
The mass of the carbon blacks was measured before and after the steam etching
experiment to determine the weight loss of the carbon blacks in the steam etching
process. The crystal structures of the fresh and etched carbon blacks were analyzed
using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). The XRD diffractometer utilized Cu K␣ radiation (40 kV and 30 mA) and the data were collected as continuous scans, with a
step of 0.02◦ (2) and a scanning rate of 2◦ (2) min−1 between 10 and 90◦ (2). The
morphologies of the steam etched samples were examined using Hitachi S-4800
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Philip Tecnai 20 transmission electron
microscope (TEM).

3. Results and discussion
The principal objective of this study is to investigate the carbon black corrosion process using the steam etching approach and

to provide a model system for studying the catalyst support corrosion mechanism in PEFCs. The weight loss of the two different
carbon blacks in Table 1 suggests that XC72 and BP2000 may go
through different corrosion processes. Understanding these carbon
black corrosion processes will help to study the PEFC degradation
mechanism.
The weight loss and the calculated full width at half maximum
of the diffraction peak of carbon black samples are summarized
in Table 1. For both XC72 and BP2000, the weight loss increases
with the steam etching temperatures and times. Compared with
XC72 samples, the BP2000 carbon blacks show a larger weight loss
than the XC72 samples at the same temperature and etching time.
The weight loss of the XC1000-3 is 67.12%, while the weight loss
BP1000-1 is 100%. In the experimental observation, all BP2000 samples were completely gone after 1 h of steam etching at 1000 ◦ C.
The weight loss of carbon blacks after steam etching is a direct
indication of carbon black corrosion: the higher the weight loss,
the greater the corrosion. The difference in the weight loss of XC72
and BP2000 suggests that these two carbon blacks may have different corrosion processes, which could be associated with their
chemical and morphologic structure (i.e. degree of graphitization,
particle size, surface area, pore structure, etc.). The major difference between XC72 and BP2000 is their surface area, 254 m2 g−1
vs. 1500 m2 g−1 (XC72 vs. BP2000). Since the steam etching is a surface reaction, it can be hypothesized that the higher weight loss of
BP2000 samples in comparison with the XC72 samples under the
same etching conditions is attributed to the higher surface area of
BP2000.
TEM micrographs of XC72 samples are shown in Fig. 1. A fresh
XC72 carbon black particle is shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The characteristic feature of the XC72 particle is that the graphite layer planes
are concentrically parallel to each other toward the center, which is
similar to the pattern of a ﬁngerprint. Close examination of Fig. 1(b)
reveals that the graphite layer plane is concentrically parallel but
in a more disorderly arrangement. This feature matches the carbon
black microstructure model proposed by Heckman [22]. Fig. 1(e) is
the micrograph of XC72 carbon black sample after 3 h of etching.
It can be clearly seen that the center of the carbon black particle
became brighter (as the arrow points to in Fig. 1(e)) than the rest
of particle, consistent with the interpretation that the particle center has experienced greater mass loss than the rest of the particle.
Comparing that with the micrograph of a fresh XC72 in Fig. 1(a)
and (b), it appears that a hole begins to emerge after steam etching
for 3 h. It can be seen in Fig. 1(f), which is a higher magniﬁcation
micrograph of Fig. 1(e) that the center of the XC72 particle was
signiﬁcantly corroded, and the carbon layer planes are more disorderly when compared with Fig. 1(b). In addition, in Fig. 1(f), some
carbon layer planes on the outermost surface of the carbon black
sphere became cracked. However, through a comparison of micrograph Fig. 1(a), (c), and (e), it can be clearly seen that the carbon
black particle size remains almost the same after steam etching,
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Fig. 1. TEM micrographs of the steam etched samples. (a and b) XC72; (c and d) XC721000-1; (e and f) XC721000-3; b, d, and e are the higher magniﬁcation micrographs of
a, c, and d.

even for 3 h at 1000 ◦ C. Apparently, the strongest corrosion occurs
at the center of the XC72 particle rather than on the surface.
The micrographs of XC72 etched for 1 h are shown in Fig. 1(c) and
(e). It can be seen that no signiﬁcant morphologic changes occur in
comparison with XC72 etched for 3 h under 1000 ◦ C, but the surface
becomes some smooth after etching. However, from Table 1, it can

be seen that the weight loss after 1 h of etching is 28.9%. Combining
the TEM micrographs and the weight loss in Table 1, it is clear that
that major corrosion occurred at the center of the XC72 particle
with some minor corrosion on the surface of the carbon particle
to remove some amorphous structured carbon blacks ﬁlaments,
which will be explained in detail by the XRD spectra.
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Fig. 2. TEM micrographs of steam etched samples. (a and b) BP2000; (c and d) BP800-1; (e and f) BP800-3.

The TEM micrographs of BP2000 are shown in Fig. 2. It can be
clearly seen that the corrosion feature of BP2000 is different from
that of the XC72 samples. The signiﬁcant difference between the
fresh XC72 and BP2000 is that the BP2000 graphite layer planes are
not as concentrically parallel to each other toward the center as the
XC72 counterpart. The disorderly portion found in a BP2000 particle
is far more prevalent than that in an XC72 particle (compare Fig. 1(a)

and (b) with Fig. 2(a) and (b)). No bright features are apparent in
the center of the BP2000 particles after etching for 3 h at 800 ◦ C (in
Fig. 2), although the weight loss of the BP800-3 is 54.82% (Table 1).
Through comparison of Fig. 2 (a), (c), and (e) and Table 1, it can be
seen that the particle size signiﬁcantly decreases with the etching
time. The particle size change can also be seen from the SEM micrographs in Fig. 3 and from the data present in Table 1. The weigh
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Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of the samples. (a) BP2000; (b) BP800-3.

loss of BP1000-1 is 100%. Compared to XC72 carbon blacks, BP2000
carbon blacks show a larger weight loss under the same conditions.
Therefore, it can be concluded that BP2000 is more easily corroded
than XC72 under equivalent conditions. The lower corrosion resistance of BP2000 can be attributed to two factors: (1) the surface
area of the BP2000, which is 1500 m2 g−1 , much larger than that of
the XC72 254 m2 g−1 , and (2) the particle size of BP2000, which is
smaller than that of the XC72 (see Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)). In addition,
the microstructure of BP2000 is less ordered and the carbon layer
planes are less uniform in structure, unlike XC72, which has a more
dense carbon layer plane structure as suggested by the values of full
width at half maximum in Table 1, and a more ordered structure in
the particle center.
The different corrosion processes of XC72 and BP2000 carbon blacks originate from their differences in the structure of the
graphitic carbon layers. XC72 has a more dense graphitic structure
at the surface (compare the ˇ002 and ˇ10 in Table 1 for XC72 and
BP2000 and Fig. 1(a) and (b) with Fig. 2(a) and (b)) and a more disordered structure in the particle center, thus the corrosion process
begins from the center rather than from the surface. That the corrosion mainly occurs at the particle center is suggested by the fact
that particle size remains almost the same, even after 3 h of etching. But for BP2000, the carbon layer planes structure is uniform
and no signiﬁcant difference appears between the surface graphitic
layers and center graphitic layers. Therefore, the BP2000 corrosion begins on the surface, and particle size decreases with etching
time.
The X-ray diffraction patterns for the XC72 and BP2000 carbon
black samples are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. For graphite, the 0 0 2
peak is expected at around 26.38◦ , the 100 peak at 42.22◦ , and
the 101 peak at 44.39◦ [23]. For the amorphous carbon black samples, a broad peak corresponding to the 0 0 2 reﬂection is shifted
downwards and is seen around 22.5◦ . The shift of the 0 0 2 reﬂection to lower values leads to the larger d002 suggesting a more
amorphous phase in the XC72 carbon blacks. Furthermore, for turbostratic two-dimensional ordering, the 100 and 101 peaks merge
into a broad 10 peak around 43◦ . From Fig. 4, it can be seen that
the XC72 steam etched carbon blacks at 800 ◦ C and the 0 0 2 and 10
peaks became sharper as the etching time increased. The crystallite size also increased because a broader peak is usually associated
with a smaller crystallite size [24]. When the etching temperature
increased to 1000 ◦ C, however, the 0 0 2 and 10 peaks of the samples initially became sharper and then became broad again. The
crystallites size of these samples also increased initially and then
deceased as the etching time increased. For the BP2000 samples,
the 0 0 2 and 10 peaks became broader with the increase in etching
time. The crystallites size of these samples also decreased.
Carbon black is one of the classes of carbon materials that have
a form different from the forms of diamond, coke, charcoal and

Fig. 4. XRD spectra of XC72 and XC72 derived samples.

graphite. Carbon blacks consist mostly of spherical and ellipsoidal
particles [23]. These particles have both amorphous and crystalline
substructures. They may be visualized as being composed of more
or less oriented graphitic layer planes. They exhibit various extents

Fig. 5. XRD spectra of BP2000 and BP2000 derived samples.
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of electrical conductance because of their predominant graphitelike structures. They have defects, dislocations, and discontinuities
at the edges of the layer planes. These defects and the amorphous
part of carbon black particles were ﬁrst corroded during the steam
etching process, and the crystalline substructures remained. Then,
the crystalline substructures were corroded in the steam etching
process. This is probably the reason that the 0 0 2 and 10 peaks of
the XC72 samples initially became sharper before becoming broad
again. As for the BP2000 samples, the corrosion process begins on
the particle surface because of its high-surface area, small particle
size, and more ordered carbon layer plane structure. This is probably the reason the 0 0 2 and 10 peaks became broader as the etching
time increased.
4. Conclusions
The corrosion of carbon blacks of XC72 and BP2000 was carried out using steam etching under different conditions, and the
corrosion processes were clearly observed for XC72 and BP2000
carbon blacks. For XC72 carbon blacks, the corrosion begins from
the center of the particle while the corrosion starts on the surface
of particle for BP2000 carbon blacks. The morphology, and speciﬁcally, the carbon layer plane structure of carbon black particles, is
the major factor in determining the corrosion process. The higher
the surface area, the smaller the particle size and the less dense the
carbon layer plane structure is, which allows BP2000 to be more
easily corroded than XC72.
As shown in the XRD spectra, the different structures of the
carbon layer planes also determine the different microcrystallite
structural changes during the corrosion process. For XC72-based
carbon blacks, the 0 0 2 and 10 peaks ﬁrst became sharper and
then became broad again during steam etching, which corresponds
with the idea that the defects and the amorphous phase are corroded away from the carbon blacks, and then the microcrystallites
are further corroded. For BP2000 carbon blacks, the 0 0 2 and 10
peaks all became broader during the corrosion process, suggesting
a more amorphous phase in the BP2000 carbon blacks after etching. The ﬁndings of the dependence of the corrosion process on the
microstructure of carbon blacks provide guidelines for developing
novel catalyst supports with high durability. To increase corrosion
resistance for XC72-based catalyst supports, the bulk structure of
the particles needs to be improved so that the each graphite layer

plane is concentrically parallel like a perfect ﬁngerprint. On the
other hand, surface protection for BP2000-based catalyst supports
is needed to increase corrosion resistance.
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